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Our mission

We a re

lea d ers in a mo ve ment f o r c h ang e ,

empow eri ng peopl e with dis ab ilit ie s
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in an
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self-determined
and
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lives

s ociety
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Our vision is

i nc l u si ve society
where commu ni t i es value and treat all pe o ple
a s equ a l c i t i z ens
an
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Des Henry, Joe Mason, Deirdre Hannon,
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Gordon, Michael Fowler, Lamin Bojang,
Catherine Kelly, Jane Fitzgerald, Lorraine
O’Toole, Kevin Barnes, Cormac Noone,
Eamonn Teague, Grainne Berrill, Sandy
Brain, Gavin Burke, JJ Smith, Hugh Cassidy,
Marie Penny, Michael Williams, Mick Teehan,
Louise McCarron, Gale Gilbert

Board of Directors
John Bourke (Chair), Annita Lernihan,
Michael Hussey, Peter Byrne, Dr Bob
McCormack, Dr Gerry Moran, Don
McLoughlin, Betty Brophy, Kay Broderick

Staff Representatives
Alyson Balfe, Tom Walton, Lorraine Kennelly
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Before we began to develop WALK’s 2015 – 2017 strategic plan
it was essential that we took time out to reflect on our previous
strategic plan and the journey we took to arrive at 2015’s
destination.
What a rollercoaster ride we took. We entered the carriages in
anticipation, we held on tight to the iron bar; some of us were
terrified, others were excited and some people sat back and
took the anticipated journey in their stride. Amazing heights
were achieved with the restructuring of day and residential
supports, the introduction of the PEER Louth programme, and the
development of WALK’s social enterprise, Walkinstown Green. We
rocketed through a number of tunnels where we hit blind spots,
however the support of our strong community connections and
partnerships propelled us through these tunnels and back into
the light. Our final descent brought us to a stop at a platform
right in the centre of our community. This platform provides the
foundation for our next strategic plan.
To all the people that are part of WALK fasten your seat belts,
hold on tight and join me on our next adventure.

Joe Mason
Chief Executive Officer
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Chairman’s Introduction
The production of a strategic plan is a significant undertaking for any organisation. At WALK
we took the opportunity to develop our vision and to re-examine our mission. A strategic
plan sets targets and indicates what must be done to achieve them. Having a robust plan
is essential for an organisation like WALK which is constantly undergoing transformational
change.
At these critical times, an organisation must not only know what it intends to do and how
to do it, but must also communicate this to others. With these thoughts in mind, I am
delighted to introduce WALK’s 2015 – 2017 strategic plan.
This plan signals the continuation of an exciting journey for WALK, with the ultimate aim
being to support a society without exclusion, where communities value and treat all people
as equal citizens.
I want to thank the people that WALK support, the Chief Executive Officer, the
management teams and the staff, families and friends of WALK for their extraordinary
willingness to embrace change and for their commitment to working in new ways. I believe
that the implementation of this strategic plan will provide opportunities for people to
engage in life-long and life-wide experiences. Their achievements and successes will be the
real measure of the successful implementation of this plan.

John bourke
Chairman of the Board of Directors

Strategic Plan 2015-2017
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Our Values
Supports are rights based:
actively supporting service users
to know and exercise their rights
as full and equal citizens, and as
customers of our services.

Supports are respectful
of the right to selfdetermination: service
users are at the centre of
all decisions that affect
them and are provided with
appropriate support for
informed decision making,
and facilitated to exercise
control over and direct the
supports that they receive.
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Supports are personcentred: providing supports
that are effective in meeting
the needs, wishes and choices
of each service user as
expressed and identified.

Supports are socially
inclusive: maximising the
participation of service users
in the ordinary life of the
community, and supporting
active citizenship and the
development of valued
social roles.

Supports are relationship
oriented: supporting and
sustaining natural support
networks, ties to family,
friends, and neighbours; and
the development of new
friendships and meaningful
relationships.

Supports are capacity
building: providing
opportunities and supports for
service users to develop and
optimise their competencies
and independence.

Supports are delivered
locally: supporting people in
the local communities; where
the community resources
and facilities available to
them are located; and where
relationships and natural
supports are most relevant to
the quality of their daily lives.
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WALK are flexible
resourceful and creative:
using existing resources in
new and innovative ways and
accessing new resources in order
to maximise the achievement of
service users goals.

WALK are contributors
to the community:
engaging actively in the
process of community
development; contributing
to and participating in
the sharing of knowledge,
expertise, resources and
facilities in the community;
and addressing issues of
common community concern.

Strategic Plan 2015-2017

WALK are accountable
to stakeholders:
facilitating internal and
external reviews of service
quality; demonstrating
openness and transparency
with key stakeholders
with regard to resource
utilisation, operating a fair
and responsive complaints
process; and actively
supporting the provision of
independent advocacy for
service users.

WALK supports are
proven value for money:
implementing financial
systems that result in the
individualisation of funding
for each service user and the
accurate measurement of the
amount and quality of services
received by each individual.

WALK is inclusive:
involving service users and
their representatives, family
members and organisation
staff, in leadership and
decision making at all levels.

Supports are oriented
towards learning and
continuous improvement:
systematically scanning
the wider environment
and utilising the resources
of knowledge, skills and
experience in our own and
in partner organisations to
inform and drive a process of
continuous improvement.
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Our Culture

We are a people focused
organisation. We support
people to achieve their
potential. We challenge
each other to stretch beyond
the ordinary. We value
commitment and loyalty.
We are creative, innovative,
enterprising and embrace
change with enthusiasm and
an open mind.
Strategic Plan 2015-2017

We empower our staff and the
people we support to use their
initiative and take positive
risks.
We are flexible and adaptable.
We are doers and will reinvent
ourselves as required to ensure
we have a meaningful impact
for the people we support.

We have high expectations of
the people we support and the
people who support them
We are accountable for
achieving high quality,
measurable, positive outcomes
for the people we support.
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We role model the values of
WALK. We teach them to all
who join us and we imbed
them in all our practices.

We strive for continuous
improvement in all our
systems and processes.
We are motivated to see, and
use our quality systems as
essential in being accountable
for successful outcomes.
We enjoy our work, we work
well in teams with good
humour and camaraderie.

t r a in in g
c o l l eg e
CO LLEGE
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In living the values we also
constantly challenge prejudice
and exclusion
We create a safe environment
to encourage self-reflective
practice, learning from both
our successes and mistakes.

Communication flows freely,
openly and transparently
throughout the organisation
in an atmosphere of trust and
honesty.
We respect people by being
on time for appointments and
giving our full focus to the job
at hand.
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Strategic
Goals
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1.
LEADING
CHANGE

Overall Aim 1
WALK will have a purposeful change management plan
for prioritised areas of growth, change and development
which realises outcomes for empowerment and selfdetermination.

Specific aims:
1 Models of support are developed and restructured to
facilitate an increase in meaningful individualisation
and self-determination.
2 Develop an effective communication strategy inclusive
of all stakeholders.
3 Ensure WALK has a learning and development strategy
which is informed by the anticipated growth, change
and development of the organisation.

Strategic Plan 2015-2017
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Overall Aim 2
WALK is committed to developing high performance
teams throughout the organisation. These high
performance teams will consistently show high levels of
collaboration and innovation and continually produce
meaningful outcomes for people.

Specific aims:
1 Define and develop a high performance team model.
2 Assess the effectiveness of the introduction of high
performance teams on organisational culture.

3.

DELIVERING
OUTCOMES
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Overall Aim 3
WALK can demonstrate that all activities deliver
meaningful outcomes.

Specific aims:
1 Introduce a comprehensive outcome and impact
measurement system that demonstrates WALK’s
impact on people’s lives.
2 Enhance the lives of all WALK service users through the
implementation of high quality person centred and
organisational plans.
3 Increase the consistent wellbeing of all persons in
WALK.
4 Identify, nurture and enhance positive relationships for
each person which improve their quality of life.
5 Contribute towards creating a wider societal
environment in which individual and organisational
plans can flourish and be achieved.

Strategic Plan 2015-2017
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4.

CONNECTING
PEOPLE

Overall Aim 4
WALK will support people to do ordinary things, in
ordinary places with equality of access.

Specific aims:
1 Provide opportunities for people to experience
life satisfaction, happiness, pride and a sense of
belonging.
2 Contribute to society in ways that create value and
build partnerships for the wider community.

co

3 Further develop WALK’s ‘Peer Programme’ and other
natural models of support.

n

ne

cting
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4 Lobbying for changes in policy, legislation or practice
that restrict people with disabilities being equal
citizens.
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5.

DELIVERING
SUSTAINABLE
RESOURCES

Overall Aim 5
WALK will deliver sustainable resources.

Specific aims:
1 Create Business Development and Public Relations
Teams to maximise organisation profile and target
income diversification.
2 Develop a transferable model for social enterprise
development.
3 Create a sustainable human resources strategy.

Strategic Plan 2015-2017
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MONITORING
AND
EVALUATION

Strategic Plan 2015-2017

1 All plans will be monitored and evaluated for the
impact they have on achieving the vision of WALK
and subsequent culture changes.
2 Plans will be monitored on an ongoing basis with
evaluations occurring bi-monthly, annually and at the
end of the three year strategic plan cycle.
3 All plans will ensure that equality and diversity is
integral to the activities WALK engages in, both
internally and externally.

Easy to
read
version
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What is the strategic plan?
The new strategic plan will last for 3 years.
It says:

The things that WALK wants to do. These are called strategic goals.

			

How WALK is going to achieve its strategic goals.

Who wrote the plan?
Lots of people gave their ideas about the themes for the new strategic plan:
· WALK service users.
· WALK staff.
· Family members.
· WALK’s Board.
Some of these people then came to a meeting where they helped turn the themes
into the 5 strategic goals.
Strategic Plan 2015-2017
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1. Leading Change
What WALK wants to do:
Have plans that say what changes it is going to make.
These changes will help people have more power and control in their lives.

How WALK is going to do it:
WALK will change the way it
supports people to help them
have more power and control.
WALK will have a plan to make
sure it tells everyone what it is
doing.

Strategic Plan 2015-2017

WALK will make sure that its
training helps everyone play
their part in these plans.
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2. Developing High
Performance Teams
What WALK wants to do:
Develop teams that work in new ways to achieve their goals.

How WALK is going to do it:
WALK will say what high performance
teams are and how they work.
WALK will measure how these new
teams have changed the way people
think in the organisation.

Strategic Plan 2015-2017
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3. Delivering Outcomes
What WALK wants to do:
Make sure everything we do produces good results.

How WALK is going to do it:

Strategic Plan 2015-2017

WALK will start a new
system to measure the
results of what we do.

WALK will do its best to make
sure everyone has good
wellbeing.

WALK will make sure that
its plans are high quality
and have a good impact
on peoples’ lives.

WALK will help everyone
develop a network of people to
help them in their life.
WALK will work to create a
society which helps everyones’
plans happen.
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4. Connecting People
What WALK wants to do:
Help the people we support to do the same things,
in the same places, as everyone else.

How WALK is going to do it:
achievemen t

WALK will support people to
do things that are enjoyable
and that they are proud of.
WALK will expand its work
with different groups in our
communities.
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WALK will expand and change
the ways it supports people.
WALK will try to change
laws that stop people with
disabilities being treated
differently than everyone else.
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5. Delivering Sustainable
Resources
What WALK wants to do:
Do things so that our plans can continue into the future.

How WALK is going to do it:
#

#

WALK will make teams for
getting new business and
telling people about us.
WALK will write about how
it started Walkinstown
Green so that it can be
used in other places.
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WALK will develop ways of
staffing teams within budget
so they can meet their goals
into the future.
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Monitoring and Evaluation

WALK will measure the results of all these goals
to see if they have made a difference to the
organisation and the people we work with.
WALK will make reports on how the plans are
going every two months, every year and at the
end of this Strategic Plan in 2017.
!? ?? !

WALK will make sure all plans meet everyones’
needs and treat them the same.

Strategic Plan 2015-2017
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w ww. wa l k. ie
WALK is the trading name for
Walkinstown Association for People
with an Intellectual Disability Limited.
1 Longmile Road,
Walkinstown,
Dublin 12
Phone: +353 (0)1 465 03 88
Fax: +353 (0)1 460 78 99
Email: info@walk.ie

